Data fusion has played an important role in data mining because high quality data is required in a lot of applications. As on-line data may be out-of-date and errors in the data may propagate with copying and referring between sources, it is hard to achieve satisfying results with merely applying existing data fusion methods to fuse Web data. In this paper, we make use of the crowd to achieve high quality data fusion result. We design a framework selecting a set of tasks to ask crowds in order to improve the confidence of data. Since data are correlated and crowds may provide incorrect answers, how to select a proper set of tasks to ask the crowd is a very challenging problem. In this paper, we design an approximation solution to address this challenge since we prove that the problem is at NP-hard. To further improve the efficiency, we design a pruning strategy and a preprocessing method, which effectively improve the performance of the proposed approximation solution. We verify the solutions with extensive experiments on a real crowdsourcing platform.
I. INTRODUCTION
Obtaining true information from Web data is pivotal to the success of applications in making data-driven decisions. However, the Web data involve high inconsistency and false/outof-date information. As a matter of fact, even for a simple question such as "Height of Mount Everest", we get conflicting answers from search engines, such as 29, 002 feet, 29, 035 feet and 29, 029 feet. Essentially, our task is to identify the true values from the false ones. Such task is typically referred to as data fusion [4] .
Data fusion is inherently challenging -the amount of information available on the Web has been growing rapidly and the Web data are being altered from time to time. Thus data fusion has drawn much attention from researchers. Existing works followed a general principle -they perform a weighted aggregation of multiple data sources based on the estimated source trustworthiness [7] , assuming that the data generated from the same source is equally reliable. Many works have designed methods of estimating source quality and integrating results based on such principle. In addition, there are works trying to model the relationships between sources.
Though there exist many attempts to address the data fusion problem as discussed above, these machine-based approaches cannot achieve high accuracy. Therefore, we would like to leverage the power of the crowd to refine data fusion result obtained from pure machine-based methods. Besides, crowdonly system is too expensive to afford. With help of computer, we can leverage crowd power efficiently to refine the data fusion result.
In this paper, we develop a novel crowdsourcing-based machine-crowd hybrid system, namely CrowdFusion, to improve result of exiting data fusion methods. Figure 1 shows the general work flow of our system. Compatible with the traditional data fusion models, the input of our system is a set of fact observations and a prior probability distribution over all possible results, i.e., probability distribution calculated by existing data fusion models. There are two outstanding features of CrowdFusion -(1) it does not hold any strong assumption as the existing data fusion methods do; and (2) CrowdFusion is able to make use of the inherent correlations among facts to work efficiently. Since crowd workers are not always able to give correct answers especially when the tasks are complex, we take judgment of one fact as our task to get higher accuracy. The challenge is how we can ask the crowd tasks efficiently to get more accurate results with a restricted budget -we formulate this challenge as an optimization problem. Furthermore, we show the computational hardness of the problem, and design an approximate solution. Besides, we extend the problem to a new scenario with a query given by users as an extension and propose a task selection method to ask crowds effectively under such condition.
To summarize, we have made the following contributions. In Section II, we formally define crowdsourcing-based data fusion problem, which is the first attempt to address Web data fusion with the help of the crowd. We design a system called CrowdFusion to handle data fusion problems, prove that the finding the optimal set of crowdsourcing tasks is NP-hard, and consequently propose several approximation solutions in Section III. Finally, we conduct an extensive experimental study on a real crwodsourcing platform to demonstrate the effectiveneess of CrowdFusion. The results are discussed in Section IV.
II. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM DEFINITIONS
In this section, we briefly introduce the data model and the crowdsourcing model. We will give the formal definition of the problem that we are going to address in this work.
Let F be a set of facts and |F| = n. A fact f i is represented as a triple of {subject, predicate, object} and its value is either true or false. It is quite possible that multiple facts with the same subject and the same predicate are true; e.g. fact {Barack Obama, Daughter, Malia Obama} and fact {Barack Obama, Daughter, Sasha Obama} are both true facts. Given n facts, we consider each fact as a Bernoulli random variable, and the dependencies among the facts can be naturally depicted as their joint distribution, which has 2 n possible outputs. We represent probabilities of all possible outputs by P (o i ), i = 1, 2, ..., 2 n . Output Set O consists of all possible outputs.
Definition 1: Given a fact set F, the estimation of quality of F, denoted by Q(F) as an utility function, is the negative value of Shannon Entropy, that is
We ask the crowd whether each fact is true or false independently to keep relatively high crowd reliability and set the probability of correctness of a worker to no less than 0.5. We will take crowd result as a sample of Bernoulli distribution.
Definition 2: Given a crowd, the probability that answer given by the crowd is correct is P c ∈ [0.5, 1]. We assume all the tasks completed by crowds are independent from each other, i.e. whether we get correct answer for task t i does not affect whether we can get correct answer for task t j as long as i = j. We define entropy of crowd H(Crowd) as
After defining the data model and the crowdsourcing model, we can now formally define our system goal of CrowdFusion.
Definition 3: Given a fact set F, possible outputs O with probability joint distribution and a crowd with accuracy P c , our goal is to maximize the utility Q(T ) by selecting a size-k set of facts to ask the crowd.
III. CROWDFUSION
The CrowdFusion system architecture is demonstrated in Figure 1 . Explicitly, CrowdFusion can be initialized by any existing probability-based data fusion method, or simply set to uniform distribution. We call a selection-collection-updating cycle as a round in CrowdFusion. After that, the system executes the data improvement process for multiple rounds. In each round, we select a set of tasks, publish them to a crowd, and then use the crowdsourced answers to improve the data quality. The whole procedure terminates when the budget runs out, and generates the fusion results as output.
First, we concentrate on how the crowd answers will affect the confidence of the outputs, or say how to update P (O) after we receive answers Ans T j from crowds. Considering a specific output o i , the probability of o i to be true is updated to P (o i |Ans T j ). Then we can modify the probability of o i to Definition 4: Given a task set T , the utility of data after asking is:
where T stands for task set T is selected to be asked.
To maximize Q(F|T ) is as same as to maximize ΔQ(F) = Q(F|T )−Q(F) = H(F|T )−H(F). By properties of entropy, we have:
Where H(T |F) = kH(Crowd) which is a constant given k. Thus, the task is simplified to select k facts tasks set T to maximize H(T ). And H(T ) = H({Ans T i }). Formally, we have the following optimization goal:
We have proved that given n possible tasks, selecting k of them to reach the highest value of utility function is an NP-hard problem. However, it is known that the conditional entropy is a submodular function [5] , and the problem of selecting a k-element subset maximizing a monotone submodular function can be approximated with a performance guarantee of (1 − 1/e), by iteratively selecting the most uncertain variable given the ones selected so far. Similarly, we can select k tasks iteratively with a modified greedy algorithm to get a (1 − 1 e )approximate solution.
We select tasks based on the pre-defined k by greedy algorithm. We have proved that utililty will be improved whenever an uncertain fact exists to be selected to ask. Such that, in each round, we select as many tasks as we could to achieve better performance.
By considering the highest possible total gain value after selecting a fact in each iteration, we can prune some facts and do not need to consider them any more in the following iterations of the approximation solution.
Pruning f j for all following selections is safe if
Besides, we also designed a preprocessing to significantly accelerate the algorithm. For any of choice, we have O(2 k ) items in the marginal distribution and for each item we need O(k|O|) to calculate the probability as we need time k for counting the number of the same and the different judgments between the output items with the answer. Thus, we need O(2 k nk|O|) time for a single step which is a huge cost as it will repeat k times and finally cost O(2 k nk 2 |O|) in total. The preprocessing is the calculation of Answer Joint Distribution. For details, please refer to our technical report [1] . 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We have conducted extensive experiments to evaluate our proposals with real-world datasets on gMission [2] , which is a public crowdsourcing platform. We focus on investigating three issues. First, we examine the efficiency of our techniques. Second, we verify the effectiveness of our approaches, by evaluating the utility and F 1 -score.
Crowdsourcing Platform:We conduct our experiments on gMission -a real crowdsourcing platform. 1
Dataset: We adopt the Book 2 dataset, which is widely used in the field of data fusion [8] , [3] . This dataset is particularly appropriate for crowd workers as it is about general real world knowledge and information that can be easily obtained manually. We manually label the ground truth for all items related to the Gold standard provided by the dataset for the purpose of evaluation.
As the data are statements of books' author list but not author of books, we define our facts triple as {book, complete full name author list, statement} rather than {book, author, statement}.
Since our CrowdFusion system is general enough to be initialized by any "machine-only" fusion model with probabilistic results, we adopt the modified CRH framework [6] for initialization in this experiment.
We treat information about each book independently and set a budget of B = 60 tasks for each book. In each round, we set the number of tasks to k, so there are B/k rounds. If a book has n ≥ k facts, we will ask k tasks in every round except for the last one. Otherwise, we will ask n tasks in each round instead.
Operating Environment: The experiments are run on a 10-nodes Linux cluster. Each note contains 4 × 10-core Intel Xeon E5-2650v3 (2.3 GHz) processors and 196 GB Physical memory. The Linux distribution installed is CentOS 6, x86 64 edition. For each condition, the programs are run for three times to get an average time cost on a single node of the cluster.
A. Efficiency Evaluation
In this subsection, we show the time cost of the following competing algorithms: (1) OPT: selecting exact optimal algorithm by brute-force method; (2) Approx.: the approximation algorithm (3) Approx.&Prune the approximation algorithm with the pruning; (4) Approx.&Pre. the approximation algorithm with the preprocessing strategy and (5) Approx.&Prune&Pre: the approximation algorithm with both the pruning and the preprocessing strategies. Please note that the books with a small number of facts usually stop getting better early and cannot show the efficiency clearly. Therefore, in order to distinguish the performances of above algorithms, we focus on books with facts more than 20. We test average running time for the books in one round. The details of the experimental results are demonstrated in Table I .
The time cost of OPT method increases exponentially, which is not affordable in real application. With k = 4, we had been waiting for more than 5 days and the algorithm was still running. From the experimental results, one can see that the pruning strategy is powerful -the time cost is almost constant w.r.t. the increase of k, no matter we adopt the preprocessing or not. Even though approximation method is a linear algorithm, the time cost increases rapidly and does not scale well. With the preprocessed data, we can significantly decrease the time consumption for task selection. Please note that we need to do the preprocessing for each round of selection. The approximation method with preprocessing is still a linear algorithm, but becomes much faster than that without preprocessing.
B. Quality Evaluation on gMission
We verify the correctness of our CrowdFusion system, by evaluating the accuracy of proposed algorithms with different settings of k and P c .
We use two different measurements to evaluate quality of our method. The first one is the utility defined in section II, which is our optimization goal. This measurement indicates how well our algorithm approximates the optimization goal. We simply sum up the utility scores of all data instances for the evaluation. The second measurement is F 1 score, which is calculated based on the ground-truth labels.
Budget is an essential issue in our experiment, thus we focus on the quality improvement with the increase of budget. Our budget allows CrowdFusion to ask at most 60 tasks for each book and we have 100 books in total.
Due to that the OPT solution is not scalable, we need to scale down k, B and n to conduct comparison with the OPT solution. Please note that OPT with k = 1 would have the result exactly the same as that given by the approximation algorithms -they all select the very best task at each round. We compare performance of OPT solution and our greedy solution only in condition that k = 2 and budget B = 10 with a small subset of data with 40 books, which contains the least number of statements n in the whole data set. Figure 2 shows comparing between OPT results, approximation algorithm results and a random selection results in both F 1 -Score measurement and utility measurement. Our approximation strategy performs as good as the OPT method not only in reaching optimization target but also in getting accurate results. And our approximation algorithm is significantly better than random selecting method. Additionally, OPT results are not always better than the approximated results, which is because that the crowdsourced answer can be incorrect and hereby reduce the utility and F1-score. In other words, the quality is not absolute monotonic w.r.t the number of crowd sourced answers recieved.
We also compared different k and P c settings for our algorithm and further analyzed the errors. Please refer to our technical report [1] .
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a crowdsourced data fusion refinement method is proposed and utilized to improve data fusion results of existing machine-only methods. Since different tasks may lead to different amount of benefit, we design an approximate algorithm with pruning and preprocessing strategies for this task selection problem which is NP-hard if we want exact the best task set. Empirical study shows that CrowdFusion achieves high accuracy at finding true facts and at the same time computational cost can be reduced by the approximation algorithm or heuristic solution without losing much effectiveness.
Our work is just an initial solution for data fusion with crowdsourcing technique. Further research on measuring the relationships between facts is a direction, which may be related with natural language processing, image processing and audio processing.
